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Emil Fischer's work in the sugar group shows that prussic acid when 
added to various aldoses often gives a decided preponderance of one 
of the two isomers theoretically possible. Similarly the benzilic acid 
rearrangement, which also 'depends upon an addition of active carbon 
monoxide to various aldoses,1 often proceeds asvuimetricallv. 

We are thus able to understand, in a strikingly simple way, why various 
enzymes can convert the sugars into optically active destruction products 
such as d- or /-lactic acid, etc., etc. Finally we may ask ourselves whether 
the two unlike valences of carbon are positively and negatively charged. 
I t is impossible to answer this question with certain!v at the present 
t ime; i! is my conviciion, however, that the peculiar ease with which 
carbon forms chains of great complexity and stability, as well as the fact 
tha t !he vast majority of the carbon compounds are non-ionizable sub
stances whose reactions proceed mainly in the manner indicated above,-
must be at t r ibuted to the non-equivalence of the four valences of the 
carbon a tom; furthermore the existence of various compounds containing 
bivalent carbon can also be readily understood on this basis. 

NEW BOOKS. 

Immunochemistry. The Application of the Principles of Physical Chemistry in the 
Study of the Biological Antibodies. Bv SVANTH ARRIIEMUS. The Mnemillnn 
Company. Price, Si.60. 

The preface of this book states that the contents contain a summarv 
of six lectures on the immunity reactions, delivered a t the Universitv 
of California during !he summer of 1904, amplified by the addition of 
new mat te r covering the subject to the date of publication. No informa
tion is given as to whether this is a translation of the German edition, 
or conversely; but as the German edition preceded the American by sev
eral months the latter is presumably a translation, which assumption 
is supported by the occasional occurrence of characteristic German 
forms of construction. 

Under the title of "Immuno-chemistry" (a useful term which this 
book will probably cause to be adopted into the vocabulary of the "im-
munologist") Arrhenius gathers much of the literature bearing upon 
the studies t h a ! have so far been made of !he chemical nature of the 
reactions of immunity, but most of the space is devoted to discussion 
and interpretation of the results so far obtained by the application of 
the methods of physical chemistry to the problems of immunity. As 
by far the greater par t of this work has been done by, or under the direc
tion of the author or his colleague, Dr. Madsen, the "Immuno-chem
istry" partakes largely of the nature of a monograph upon the physical 
chemistry of immunity reactions; consequently a review of the book 
almost necessarily resolves itself into a criticism of the value of the in-

1 Cf. Ann., 357, 231-3. 
1 See THIS JOURNAL, 26, 1577. 
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vestigations upon the physical chemistry of the immunity reactions 
that are therein recorded. Certainly when a physical chemist of the 
pre-eminent standing of Prof. Arrhenius collaborates with so experienced 
an investigator of the problems of immunity as Prof. Madsen, the out
come of their labors is sure to receive most respectful consideration, 
and whether one does or does not agree with all their conclusions, none 
will deny that they have opened an almost untouched field of research 
to general investigation. The results and hypotheses produced by their 
work and recorded in collected form in this book are certain to stimu
late a great amount of research and controversy, which are bound to 
be fruitful whether or not they confirm the conclusions of Arrhenius; 
therefore the actual value of this book is certain to be very great, and 
it constitutes a welcome addition to the literature of immunity. As 
to the actual significance of the results so far obtained through the study 
of immunity reactions by the methods of physical chemistry, there is 
room for difference of opinion. Already many of the conclusions ex
pressed in this book, and previously published in special periodicals, 
have been sharply attacked; and in the opinion of the reviewer these 
attacks have been justified, for there is no question that among the 
many investigations recorded are to be found serious errors of experi
ment and of interpretation. To discuss the specific points of Arrhenius's 
work that have been found open to attack would require more space 
than can well be allotted to a book review, but it may be stated that the 
chief source of error would seem to lie in the enormous disparity that 
exists between the very exact methods of physical chemistry and the 
very uncertain materials of immunology, which makes the application 
of one to the other a very hazardous procedure. 

Only the investigations of numerous workers through a long period 
of time can finally decide the actual value of the work done and the con
clusions reached by Arrhenius and Madsen and their adherents, but 
whether supported or not, its stimulating influence is certain to have 
a profound effect upon the future development of our knowledge of this 
all-important subject of immunity. As the authorized exposition of 
this work, Arrhenius's "Immuno-chemistry" will of necessity stand as 
a classic in the literature of immunity, and to pick at the faults of style 
and rhetoric would be trivial; to attempt to judge its actual present 
worth or to predict future valuation would be presumptuous. Its use
fulness is assured, and it will be read eagerly, and tery critically, by every 
student and investigator of the processes of immunity. It is un
fortunate that the exigencies of the subject are such that the book will 
be read understandingly by but a very limited number of scientists', 
the unavoidable use of the complicated terminology of immunity will 

nd in the way of the chemist, except in those sections devoted to the 
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physical chemistry of enzyme reactions, where there is gathered much 
valuable material ; on the other hand, the constant and necessary use 
of mathematical expression will be a serious obstacle, unfortunately, 
to many immunologists. H. GiniiON WKbLS. 
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